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CG516 & CG580
GENERAL -Furnish rolling economy grille doors as manufactured by City Gates
grille doors are designed for easy operation and long life use with minimum
maintenance required. Grille doors are mostly used on store fronts, shops in
malls, and on entrances having an open appearance (window shopping, drive-
ins, concessions and many other locations).
CURTAIN -CG516 or CG580 curtain construction will consist of aluminum
vertical links with PVC spacers to form a Straight or Brick pattern. The standard
colors for the sleeves are brown, black, grey, green and gold. The CG516 will
have 5/16" galvanized steel rods or tubes that are spaced 2" o.c. and the CG580
will have 5/8" galvanized steel rods, both are covered with PVC tubular spacers.
BRACKET PLATES -Carry pipe counterbalancing shafts are made from steel
plating not less than 3/16" thick. The drive end bracket plate is to be fitted with a
sealed ball bearing. Plates are to house ends of each grille coil.
BOTTOM BAR -CG516 or CG580 will have a galvanized steel bottom section or
can be constructed from double aluminum angle iron.
GUIDES -CG516 or CG580 guides are roll formed 13 gauge steel with return lip
to prevent the grille curtain from leaving the guide rails. Mounting angles are
constructed from 3/16" steel.
This item is US Patented.
COUNTERBALANCE ASSEMBLY -to consist of tempered helical torsion
springs with a 25% safety factor, mounted on shaped cast anchors, supported by
a continuous solid torsion rod. This mechanism to be permanently lubricated and
enclosed within a steel pipe shall. Deflection of shall not to exceed .03" per lin. in.
The spring tension adjusting wheel is to be readily accessible from outside the
bracket plate.
SPRING COUNTERBALANCE -Option for band type springs for smaller doors
shall consist of flat blue steel wrapped around a 2" or 3" pipe shall and mounted
into a galvanized steel spring box.
HOOD HEXAGON (OPTIONAL: SQUARE OR ROUND) -#24 ga. steel. Formed
to fit contour of brackets. 3/8" thick intermediate supports as required to prevent
excessive sag.
OPERATION -Push-up, hand chain, hand-crank, or motor operation (for
optional features see Motor Operators Section in this catalog).
LOCKING -Provide door with hasp and pins. Locking with padlocks from the coil
side. Padlocks by others. (Slidebolts - Optional).
FASCIA GALVANIZED (OPTION) -To be provided where areas behind the hood
are open (especially applicable to preengineered buildings).
FINISH (OPTION) -Steel surfaces to be shop painted with a coat of rust-
inhibiting primer. Aluminum mill finished in 24R clear anodized (duranodic).

Stainless steel finish to be #28, #4. Call for color options and finish.

MM10
ROLLING DOORS -As manufactured by the City Gates Mfg. Corp., College Point,
N.Y. shall be of service type and operated by means of either manual push-up,
endless chain or motor.
CURTAIN -MM10 curtain construction will consist of a Straight 9" pattern with all
exposed material to be aluminum.
Continuous 5/16" horizontal rods spaced 2" o.c. are to be covered with tubular
spacers to form a straight pattern.
Continuous end links are designed to prevent the curtain from leaving the side
guide rails.
BRACKET PLATES -Carry pipe counterbalancing shafts are made from steel
plating not less than 3/16" thick. The drive end bracket plate is to be filled with a
sealed ball bearing.
Plates are to house ends of each grille coil.
BOTTOM BAR -MM10 will have an aluminum extruded tubular section or can be
constructed from double aluminum angle iron.
GUIDES -MM10 guides are extruded aluminum that are filled with a plastic insert
and wool pile to prevent steel to steel contact and reduce noise. They are attached
with 3/8" bolts 30" o.c.
COUNTERBALANCE ASSEMBLY -to consist of tempered helical torsion springs
with a 25% safety factor, mounted on shaped cast anchors, supported by a
continuous solid torsion rod. This mechanism to be permanently lubricated and
enclosed within a steel pipe shaft. Deflection of shaft not to exceed .03" per lin. in.
The spring tension adjusting wheel is to be readily accessible from outside the
bracket plate.
SPRING COUNTERBALANCE -Option for band type springs for smaller doors
shall consist of flat blue steel wrapped around a 2" or 3" pipe shaft and mounted
into a galvanized steel spring box.
HOOD GALVANIZED (OPTIONAL: SQUARE, HEXAGON OR ROUND) -#24 ga.
steel. Formed to fit contour of brackets. 3/8" thick intermediate supports as
required to prevent excessive sag. Optional phosphate or baked painted enamel.
OPERATION -Push-up, lift handles on bottom bar, removable awning-type crank,
or motor operation: UL listed operator.
Options (see Motors Section) include: open drip-proof motor (removable without
getting auxiliary hand chain or setting of limit switches); gear reducer (gears
running in oil bath); auxiliary hand chain operator interlocked; UL listed thermal
overload protection; electric brake and rotary limit switches; transformer with 24-
volt control secondary; all integral electrical components pre-wired to terminal
block removable electrical control panel; push-button station in NEMA1 enclosure.
LOCKING -Equip doors for locking by padlock from coil side.
Padlocks by others. Slidelocks, pin-locks and cylinder locks optional.
FINISH -Steel surfaces to be shop painted with a coat of rust-inhibiting primer.
Aluminum mill finished in 24R clear anodized (duranodic). Stainless steel finish to
be #2B, #4. Call for color options and finish.
CURTAIN "T" BOTTOM BAR, TUBULAR OR DOUBLE ANGLE BOTTOM BARS
AREAVAILABLE

Guides
Guides are located on each side of the door forming
guide channels for the end of the slats. Guides are
fabricated from structural steel angles and are
especially adaptable for doors exposed to heavy wind
pressure. Designed with groove depths varying from 2
to 6 inches, depending on the width of the door, and
packed out from the face of the wall in order to
accommodate specially designed throat of the bracket.
(A) - Formed steel angles are welded or bolted together
for quick access to slots for easy replacement.
(B) - Top view of our grille with end locks inside the
guide. This grille cannot come out of its guide. An
exclusive with City-Gates - the most secure grille in the
industry.
(C) - Extra large, heavy duty, roll formed steel guides
with double tracks are standard in all City-Gates store
front gates and grilles. This feature is ours exclusively.
(D) - This is a profile of our End Lock Guard with Hasp
Pin. This system provides maximum security and
strength, whereas in ordinary hasping and burning for
the provision of locking system, in time corrosion sets
in, with a resultant loss of durability and protection.

Extra Heavy Deluxe Vistub-Grille
Metal Rolling Grilles banish the bare metal look. It
never fades. It never rusts. It never corrodes. Now you
can have the strength of steel with the warmth of color
with COLORBOND vinyl jacket.
The 5/8" diameter steel grille tubing is made with a 2
1/2" inner galvanized steel tube. The links measure
1/8" x 7/8" x 1 3/8", are mill finish aluminum, and
placed 6" apart. Between-the-link spacers are made of
polyethylene tubes or sleeves, and are available in
gold, silver, black or bronze.
(A) - Daiwakote...super tough clear coating for long
durability and good looks.
(B) - Uniform, flexible zinc coating...the ultimate tube
protection.
(C) - High quality steel backbone.
(D) - Zinc enriched organic interior coating...insurance
for long life and dependable service.


